"The Longest Way 'Round Is The Sweetest Way Home"
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Music by
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Valse Moderato

On a sweet moon-light night, All the stars shin-ing bright, Two young lov-ers stroll'd
Just a year from that day, Both of them chanced to stray, By a stream to an
down by a stream; Said the maid with a smile As they cross'd o'er the
old wa-ter-mill, Where she said to him, 'Dear, we've been mar-ried a

stille "Bring-ing me this way home is real mean; Now, the
year, And we seem just like two sweet-hearts still; Now, on
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SUN BIRD
Better than Red Wing. Kerry Mills'

ANY OLD PORT IN A STORM
Not since Asleep in the Deep has any song approached this one.
old way home, Joe, Is much short-er you know, Much short-er than our way home, Joe, For old time's sake let's go, A-round the long

this by a mile, Won't you please make it clear Why you way once a- gain: Joe then said in re-ply, "All right,

chose this way, dear," And this an-swer Joe gave with a smile: dear-ie, but why?" And she whis-perl to Joe this re-frain:-

CHORUS.

"The long-est way 'round is the sweet-est way home, The old road makes us part too
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PASS DAT 'POSSUM
In Kerry Mills style; not a dull moment in it.

MINERVA
The greatest of the Intermezzo Two-Steps.
I soon, The short way's the wrong way, the right way's the long way, All lovers go
that way to spoon; The long way you see, is a great chance for
me, To tell you my love is sincere, As the longest way
'round is the sweetest way home, That's why I brought you this way, dear.
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YOU WERE MINE
The ballad that will live. | GEORGIA BARN DANCE
The new Kerry Mills Barn Dance